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REASONS WHY 
REMINGTON SHOTGUNS ARE 

AMERICAS FAVORfTES 

”SPT»TSMAN” 58 
“SPORTSMAN” 58 Automatic Shotgun. This lightweight beauty is packed with more quality, more 

unique features than any other shotgun in the world. Exclusive Remington "Power-Matic” gas action 
absorbs recoil with no power loss .. reduces barrel whip so you can get off an accurate second and 

third shot. Quick-Change barrels of steel can be switched instantly for upland, marshland or target 
shooting. Beautifully inscribed. 3 shots. In 12, 16 and 20 gauges. From $139.95* 

MODEL 870 
MODEL 870 “Wingmaster” Pump-Action Shotgun. A quick-handling gun that gets game! Exclusive 

Remington double-action bars give a fast, velvet-smooth stroke ... prevent sticky, wobbly action found 
on some pumps. Shooters call it the gun with the “ball-bearing" action. Quick-Change barrels give top 
versatility. The balance is perfect. And so is the price. 5 shots. In 12,16 and 20 gauges. From $89.95* 

MODEL 11-48A 
MODEL 11-48A Automatic Shotgun. The only automatic shotgun made in all popular gauges—12, 16, 
20, 28 and 410. Each with a wide selection of barrel lengths and chokes. The action is sturdy and 
dependable, the balance is perfect. It's the "work horse" of the automatics ... trouble-free as a gun 
can be. With Quick-Change barrels. Big 5-shot capacity. From $129.95* 

Powerful Remington plastic shells in 12,16 and 20 gauges 
•pr.cesSUb,.cttoch.ng.wrthoutnotK.. 

now same price as high-base paper loads! 

Now gettough, waterproof Remington plas- m 
tic shells for the same price as high-base IK! k. 
paper shells ... in all 12. 16 and 20gauge MM,m,Mw.f^m CwWM 
Remington "Express" loads. And get these ^ 
unmatched hunting advantages: Maximum 

long-range knockdown power, regardless ® ^ jfcv 
of gauge or choke... no swelling or scuff- Cl \J 
ing, regardless of weather conditions... ^ ^ 

sure to chamber in any type of gun. See *** “ * “r 

your dealer now, while full supplies last. 
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